
 

High Standard Sport King Serial Number Lookup

in 1966, the firm began manufacturing the "sport king" line of guns, and this line was to be produced for over 20 years, but the name "sport king" was to be used on only a few different models of guns. in 1973, the firm began manufacturing a line of colt semi-automatic, centerfire, and rimfire rifles, the sport
king sport king, the sport king sport king long, and the sport king sport king trap. in 1975, the firm began manufacturing a line of single-shot and pump-action, centerfire, and rimfire rifles, the sport king sport king long, and the sport king sport king trap. serial numbers are frequently found on the tongue rail on
the passenger side. (usually on top, but may be on the drivers side or the side of the rail). use paint remover or sand lightly to uncover the numbers. the first two digits may be letters that identify your make, followed by the year, length and number of production. example: serial number (or vin number): mr 57
25 123 is a monterey, 1957, 25 number 123. the flite king was manufactured from 1960 to 1966. incorrect model the k2011 was a 20ga shotgun, specifically the flight king deluxe. high standard guns are characterized by series (such as k2011) and then by catalog number which further defines exact features,
barrel length, etc. the sears model 21 in.410 was a version of the k-410 series flight king field shotgun, catalog #8450. the regulations prescribe the format of the hin. the first three characters are a mic (manufacturer identification code) assigned by the coast guard to the manufacturer or the person importing

the boat; characters four through eight are a serial number assigned by the manufacturer; the last four characters indicate the month and year the boat was built, and the model year. prior to august 1, 1984, the manufacturer had the option of expressing this in the form of a model year designation.
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high standard made semi-automatic shotguns in the 1950s and 1960s. the 21
and 26 were chambered for the 12 gauge short shotgun shells. the model
21/26 was a semi-automatic shotgun with a 24" barrel and a single action

action. the hs21 was a 12 gauge semi-automatic shotgun. it had a 20" barrel
and a rotatable stock. the hs21 was imported in 1955 and 1956. the hs21

was available in three variations: high standard, high standard with beavertail
stock and high standard without beavertail stock. high standard sport king.
the high standard model b sport king features a classic design that dates

back to the mid-1950s. it features a chrome-finished alloy frame, bead sights,
and a rosewood or walnut grips. the sport king is a competitive pistol for

those who like to rack up a lot of rounds without spending a lot of money. this
gun is an excellent shooter for the price, and is popular with shooters in the

2.5-inch to 3.5-inch range. high standard sport king serial number 7000
matte black finish. the high standard sport king features a classic design that
dates back to the mid-1950s. model k sport king high standard high standard

sport kings still have serial number. serial number 7104363 high standard
sport king. high standard sport king serial number 800 matte black finish. my

dad bought this gun in the late sixties, said it was made in the early 80s. it
has the hs mfg. stamped on the barrel threads. serial number is w#085600, it

says model a102, serial # 3. he said he used it on the range, then to our
grandpa for deer hunting. when he died he left it to me, the gun has no
marks or scratches on it. it is a real beaut, this is the second one i have

purchased, my dad bought it the first time in the late sixties. here is the serial
#: w#085600 5ec8ef588b
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